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INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - DAY

Elevator doors burst open. A group of two doctors and two 
nurses rush out. They’re pushing a gurney. On the gurney lies 
a man clutching his stomach in agony.

DOCTOR 1
We need to get this man into ICU! 
Stat.

The group pushes the gurney out of the elevator. The hospital 
floors are covered in shag carpet. They only make it a few 
feet. The gurney stops with a jolt on the carpet.

DOCTOR 2
Damn, we’re stuck.

DOCTOR 1
What!?

NURSE 1
The wheels are stuck on the shag 
carpet, sir.

DOCTOR 1
Well then unstick them! This man 
has a severe abdominal rupture. He 
needs to be in surgery.

NURSE 2
Yes, sir!

The Nurses and Doctor 2 try to push the gurney again. It 
doesn’t budge. Nurse 1 loses her grip and bumps into the 
patient.

PATIENT
Ahhh! My insides!

NURSE 1 
The gurney won’t budge.

DOCTOR 2
Try backing it up and starting 
again.

The group backs up the gurney. It comes free. They push it 
forward.  



DOCTOR 1
Nurse, we’re gonna need an IV 
prepped. And get me my scalpel kit.

The group furiously pushes the gurney forward. They make it a 
few feet before getting caught again. 

DOCTOR 2
Good God! 

DOCTOR 1
Get this thing moving! This man is 
dying!

PATIENT
Uggghhh, it hurts.

DOCTOR 2
(to the patient)

Stay with us, we’re almost there.

NURSE 2
It’s the little plastic wheels on 
the gurney, sir. They keep getting 
caught on the long fibers of the 
shag carpet.

The group tries to move the gurney but it won’t budge.

NURSE 1
The patient is going into shock.

DOCTOR 1
We need to be in surgery now!

The group begins to jostle the gurney. As it comes free, the 
patient begins to slip. He falls off and lands on the carpet.

NURSE 2
Oh my God!

DOCTOR 2
Don’t just stand there! Pick him 
up!

The group bends down to pick up the patient.

NURSE 1
Ugghhh, his stomach fluid got all 
over the shag carpet.

DOCTOR 1
Alert janitorial that we’re gonna 
need clean up in the ICU hallway.
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They set the patient back on the gurney.

NURSE 2
Doctor, the patient seems to have 
excessive shag carpet fibers on his 
spleen.

DOCTOR 1
Damn! Prep my tweezers and clean-up 
kit.

The group once again pushes the gurney forward, only making 
it a few more feet before they’re stuck.

DOCTOR 2
C’mon!

DOCTOR 1
This is outrageous!

NURSE 2
Sir, do you mind if I use your 
scalpel?

DOCTOR 1
We’re not operating here! We need 
to be in a sterile environment.

NURSE 2
No sir, it’s not that. We need 
something sharp to cut through the 
shag carpet. 

DOCTOR 1
Excuse me?

NURSE 2
Well, the last few times, the shag 
carpet was bunched up around the 
wheels, but this time the carpet 
has wrapped itself over the wheel.

NURSE 1
The only way we’re going to move is 
if we cut the wheels out.

DOCTOR 1
Okay, okay! Just make it quick!

Nurse 2 uses the scalpel to cut free the wheels.
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DOCTOR 2
Let’s all try to remember which 
scalpel we used on the carpet so we 
don’t use it on the patient.

NURSE 1
I’m done!

The group pushes the gurney again. It stops with a jolt.

DOCTOR 1
I can’t believe this!

DOCTOR 2
What do you think? If we can’t get 
down the hallway, we might just 
have to perform surgery right here. 

DOCTOR 1
Damn this shag carpet! Nurse, get 
me an IV. We’re going to operate 
here.

Nurse 2 runs over to a group of IV bags on wheels.

DOCTOR 2
Chop, chop! He’s  losing a lot of 
fluid.

The Nurse tries to wheel over the IV bag. It gets stuck on 
the shag carpet and tips over.

NURSE 2
Doctor, the IV bag’s stuck on the 
shag carpet.

DOCTOR 2
Unbelievable! Just pick the whole 
thing up.

The Nurse tugs at the IV bag. There’s a loud tearing sound. 
It doesn’t move.

NURSE 2
It won’t come loose!

DOCTOR 1
Grab another one!

PATIENT
Am I gonna die?

DOCTOR 2
We’ll see...
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The nurse returns, carrying an IV bag on wheels. She sets it 
down and begins hooking up the patient. 

DOCTOR 1
Alert the on-call physician. We 
might need a defibrillator.

DOCTOR 2
He looks like a goner.

PATIENT
Tell my kids...I’m not their real 
father...

All of a sudden, the elevator doors burst open again. Another 
group of doctors and nurses appear with a gurney.

DOCTOR 3
Look out! We got a stab wound 
coming through. 

DOCTOR 1
Wait a second! We’ll try to move.

The first group attempts to push their gurney to the side. It 
won’t budge. The second group wheels their gurney out of the 
elevator. It stops with a jolt.

DOCTOR 3
Jesus! We’re stuck on the shag 
carpet!

Blackout.
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